
 

 

Angel Suit Buying Guide 

 

 
Angel Competition Bikinis is the best source for custom competition 

bikinis and figure/physique suits. Trusted by thousands of IFBB, NPC, 
CBBF, ABA, INBA, NANBF, ANBF, OPA, OCB, IFPA, INBF, 

WNBF, and WBFF Athletes. Click here to read our reviews. 
 

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/pages/reviews


Hi Competitor, 
One of the hardest parts of competition prep is finding the 
perfect suit, but don’t worry, we are here to help! In this 
guide you will find information about choosing the right 

back cut, taking the correct measurements, picking 
connectors to accentuate your frame, and everything else to 

ensure you pick the perfect suit. Our mission is to make 
you a competition suit to display your hard work, 

dedication, personality, and beauty on stage. We love going 
above and beyond for our customers and are more than 

happy to make your suit exactly to your request, no matter 
what they are! 

Love, 
Karah, Lauren, and Angel Competition Bikinis Team 

 



 



 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/AngelCompetitionBikinis/reviews/
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Suit Back Style/Coverage 

 

Back Cut model is 5'5'' with 36 inch glutes. 



One of the most important things to consider when ordering your 
competition suit is the back coverage. Angel Competition Bikinis offers 
5 different back coverage options: The Micro/Scoop Cut™, The Pro 
Cut™, The Brazilian Cut™, The Moderate Cut and The Standard Figure 
Cut™.  Click here to watch a video about Angel Competition Bikinis 
back cut options.  
 
Consider these 4 topics before choosing your cut: 
1.Your league's rules - The rules of back coverage differ greatly 
among the different leagues and states. Some leagues require 50% back 
coverage whereas some leagues have no rules at all. Talk with the show 
presenters, your coach, or check the competition website for the rules 
of your league. If you are still lost on what to order, do not hesitate to 
email us at meredith@acbikinis.com. We are here to help! 
 

League Requirements What to order 
50% coverage required The Moderate Cut 

30% coverage required The Brazilian Cut 

Regional NPC show The Brazilian Cut™ or The Pro Cut™ 

Figure/Physique division in any league The Standard Figure Cut 

National NPC show The Pro Cut™ or The Micro Scoop Cut™ 

IFBB Show The Micro Scoop Cut 

 
2.Your glute measurement - This is the measurement around the 
biggest and fullest part of your butt. It is important to consider this 
when choosing your cut. The Pro Cut™ will look very different on 32 
inch glutes and 39 inch glutes. We do not recommend ordering The Pro 
Cut™ if your glute measurement is above 38 inches, however if you 

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/blogs/news/npcbackcut
mailto:meredith@acbikinis.com


really want to show off your assets and want a super revealing cut we 
won’t discourage you! 

3.Your comfort level –  This is an important consideration that is often 
overlooked. Remember that your family, friends, and the entire internet 
may see your competition photos. If you are a little self-conscious of 
your back side, you should stick with The Moderate Cut or possibly 
The Brazilian Cut™. One of the most important parts of your stage 
presence is confidence, we want to make you the perfect suit that 
makes you feel on top of the world confident when you put it on! 

4.Your experience –   If you are competing on the national level stage, 
you most likely will want to go with The Pro Cut™ or even The 
Micro/Scoop Cut™. For first time competitors, we do not recommend 
The Pro Cut™ or The Micro/Scoop Cut™. These cuts are very revealing 
and can be overwhelming for your first show. Keep scrolling to see 
some comparison photos to help determine what our different cuts will 
look like on your frame.  



 



 

Micro/Scoop Cut 
The Micro/Scoop Cut™ is our most revealing cut. It has 1/2 inch less fabric 
on each cheek than The Pro Cut ™. Not recommended without your coach’s 

approval. The Micro/Scoop Cut ™ comes with our Scoop  front rise. 

 
 



 

Angel Competition Bikinis Athletes 
wearing The Micro/Scoop Cut™ on the 

NPC Nationals stage. 
 

 



 

Pro Cut 

The Pro Cut™ has 1 inch less fabric on each side than The Brazilian 
Cut. Recommended for petite ladies, athletes who really want to 
show off their glutes, and competitors on the NPC National Stage 

or similar. 

 



 

Angel Competition Bikinis Athletes 
wearing The Pro Cut™ on the NPC stage. 

 



 

Brazilian Cut 

The Brazilian Cut™ is our most popular cut. It shows off the glutes 
while providing more coverage than The Pro Cut. It has 1 inch 

more fabric on each cheek than The Pro Cut. Recommended for 
NPC Athletes. 

 



Angel Competition Bikinis Athletes wearing  
The Brazilian Cut on the NPC stage. 

 
 

 



 

Moderate Cut 

The Moderate Cut is our most conservative cut. It can be worn by 
any athlete in any league. It has 1 inch more fabric on each cheek 
than The Brazilian Cut. Perfect on the CBBF, OPA, and similar 

stages. 

 



Angel Competition Bikinis Athletes 
wearing The Moderate Cut. 

 



 

Figure and Women’s Physique Cut 
We only have 1 back cut for the Figure and Women’s 
Physique division, which is The Standard Figure Cut™. 
It meets the requirements for the figure and physique 

division in all leagues. 

 



Angel Competition Bikinis Athletes 
wearing The Standard Figure Cut™ on the 

NPC Figure and Physique stage. 
 

 



 

Figure Style #1 versus #2 
Figure Style #1 with bottom connectors uses any of our 

crystal connector options. 

 



 

 



Figure Style #2 without bottom connectors uses the 
fabric you choose as your bottom connectors. Both 

styles will have top connectors. 

 



 

 



 

Bottom Front Cuts 
We offer 3 different bottom front cuts: The Regular, The 

High Rise, and The Scoop. The Regular comes standard with 
The Pro Cut, The Brazilian Cut, and The Moderate Cut. The 
Scoop front rise comes standard with The Micro/Scoop Cut. 

The High Rise only comes by special request in your suit 
notes area.  

 

 
 
 
 

 



The Regular front cut come on The Pro Cut, The 
Brazilian Cut, and The Moderate Cut. It works perfect for 
90% of athletes. The Regular front rise is based off your 
height and glute measurement to fit how the judges want 

it to look on stage. 
 

 



 
The High Rise front cut is special ordered by athletes that want 
a more conservative look on stage. It is also ordered by athletes 

who want to cover up a C-section or other scar. Write, "The 
High Rise front cut" in your suit notes to receive this cut. 

 



The Scoop front rise comes with our Micro/Scoop cut. 
Perfect for athletes with a very low body fat percentage 
(<8% BF), or who prefer a very revealing look on stage.  

  

 



 

Measuring for your Suit 
To make your suit we need the measurement around the biggest 
part of your butt/glutes. Click here to watch a video on how to 

measure for your Angel Competition Bikini. This is not the 
measurement of where your hip bones are or where you wish to 

wear your suit. To put it simply; put your tape measure all the way 
around your butt and find the biggest measurement. This number 
normally falls between 32-39 inches. Your number could be a few 
inches smaller or larger than this normal based on your anatomy 

and stage readiness. 

 
IFBB Bikini Pro Jenn Caban measuring a Diamond Doll athlete for 

her Angel Competition Bikini. 

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/blogs/news/measure
https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/blogs/news/measure


 

 

If you added a crystal back connector to your suit, we will also need 
the measurement directly under your bust. Wrap the tape measure 

around your ribcage where your sports bra band would sit and 
measure. 



 

Choosing the right top size  
Click here to watch a video on how to choose your Angel 

Competition Bikinis top size. The size you choose is a 
personal preference of how you want the top to look on stage. 

Angel Competition Bikinis cups are rounded with pockets 
sewn in so you can add as much or as little push up as 

desired. We recommend using a tape measure on yourself to 
see how the cups will fit. Keep in mind that they are stretchy. 

If you are wanting to add a lot of stuffing to create the 
illusion of a fuller chest, choose a size medium. 

 

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/blogs/news/topsize
https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/blogs/news/topsize


 

Our Small is recommended for: 

*Petite athletes (5'3'' and under) with natural breast size A and B. 

*Athletes with size C implants or smaller. 



 
 

 

Our Medium is recommended for: 
*Athletes with natural breast size A, B, or C. 

*Athletes with size D or DD implants. 



 
 

 

Our Large is recommended for: 

*Athletes with natural breast size D or DD 

*Athletes with size DDD implants or larger 



 
 

The photo below shows the difference between a 
medium and large top on a frame with breast implants. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Figure Top sizes - our figure top sizes are the exact 
same as our bikini top sizes. Many figure competitors 
regardless of height or cup size prefer at least a size 

medium to balance out their muscular frame. The photo 
below shows how a small figure top fits on different 

frames. Left photo shows a 5’0’’ frame without breast 
implants, middle photo shows a 5’4’’ frame with breast 
implants, and right photo shows a 5’6’’ frame without 

breast implants. 
 

  
 



The photo below shows how a medium figure top fits on 
different frames. Left photo shows a 5’0’’ frame 

without breast implants, middle photo shows a 5’4’’ 
frame with breast implants, and right photo shows a 
5’7’’ frame with breast implants. We think our size 

medium looks better on a muscular frame than our size 
small. 

 



 

Connectors 
Every suit comes with 2 top connectors, 1 middle 

connector, and 2 bottom connectors. 

 

 



 

 



You may want to take your physique into consideration when 
choosing connectors. Do not take this table too serious. Any 

physique and body type can wear any connectors. This is what we 
have found to work the best. The most important part of designing 
your suit is to choose what will make you feel the most confident on 
stage. True confidence shines through more than any connectors.  

 
Connectors Body Type 

Straight  All body types. Customer favorite. 

Twisted  All body types, athletes with implants order single 
strand for your top connectors.  

3 Dangle All body types. Karah’s favorite. 

Single Strand All body types, looks especially great on petite or very 
lean athletes. Lauren’s favorite. 

Window All body types. 

Long Dangle All body types, looks especially great on taller athletes.  

Zig Zag All body types. 

Infinity All body types, a favorite for figure suit style #1. 

Double Dangle All body types, looks especially great on petite athletes. 

Princess Deluxe All body types. 

6 Dangle Deluxe All body types, perfect for athletes who want to look 
glamorous on stage! 





The following photos show Angel Competition Bikinis connectors 
modeled by the beautiful IFBB Bikini Pro Jodi Akins. She is an 

Angel Competition Bikinis Sponsored Athlete.  



 



 

Fabric 
Before choosing your fabric color consider the color your skin will 

be on stage. You want your suit to stand out on stage so pick a 
contrasting color from your skin.  Karah’s favorite fabrics are 

hologram eggplant purple, sequin cranberry and hologram dark 
blue. Lauren’s favorite fabrics are hologram emerald, hologram 
black, and sequin teal. If a crystallized suit is not in your budget, 

we recommend ordering a sequin fabric to help stand out on stage. 
Be cautious when ordering a light color fabric and be prepared to 
get the darkest tan of your life if you want a light-colored fabric. 

Click here to order your free fabric samples. You can specify 
exactly what color you would like to see at no cost. 

 

 
 

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/products/free


  

Hair Color Fabric colors that look best 

Platinum blonde 
Hologram black, hologram 

emerald, sequin teal, hologram 
eggplant and hologram dark blue. 

Blonde 
Hologram dark blue, hologram 
emerald, hologram eggplant, 

sequin teal, hologram turquoise. 

Strawberry blonde Hologram dark blue, hologram 
emerald, sequin teal. 

Mermaid Red 
Hologram kelly, hologram 

emerald, hologram black, sequin 
teal. 

Red 
Hologram kelly, hologram 

emerald, hologram black, sequin 
teal, hologram eggplant. 

Light brown 
Hologram kelly, hologram dark 
blue, hologram eggplant, sequin 

teal.  

Dark brown 
Hologram emerald, hologram 

eggplant, hologram red, sequin 
cranberry. 

Black Hologram red, hologram emerald, 
sequin teal.  

 
 







 

 

 



 

Crystal Options 
The crystals pictured here are the crystals that we always keep in 

stock. If you're looking for a specific crystal color please email us at 
info@acbikinis.com. 

 



 

 



 



 



 

Angel Favorites 
These are some of our favorite and judges favorite 

fabrics, crystals, and connectors. 

 



 



 

Practice Suits 
Angel Competition Bikinis practice suits are great for competition 

prep! We create them with adjustable bottom ties for the perfect fit 
all prep long. Click here to shop our fun practice suits collection! 

 

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/collections/practicesuits


 

FAQ’s 
 

1. How do I know what back cut to get? 
This depends on the size of your glutes and how revealing you 
want your suit to be. We recommend the Brazilian Cut for most 

bikini competitors. Refer to the chart on page 8  
 

2.  What kind of padding do you provide? 
All of our suits have hidden pockets sewn into cups and come 
with a pair of removable molded inserts. This lets you add as 
little or as much padding as you would like. If you need more 

push up, write it in your suits notes and we will add some extra 
in complimentary. 

 
3. Which bottoms are acceptable at my show? 

We have made the Pro cut for NPC, NANBF, and WBFF 
athletes and have never had an issue with disqualification. If you 

are concerned; order the Brazilian or Moderate cut. 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 4. My show is in 18 weeks, is it too early to order a suit? 
How do I know what size I should get? 

No, it's never too early to order your suit. It is great motivation to 
have your suit to look at all the way through prep! We make the 

suits with high quality four way stretch nylon spandex which 
allows for normal weight fluctuation of competitors. We also 

leave 2 inches of fabric behind the back connectors that allows 
the suit to be brought in or taken out easily by your local 

seamstress or anyone that can sew.  
  

5. I know I will lose a lot of weight before my show, how will 
sizing work? 

We use your current glute measurement along with your 
anticipated weight loss until your show date to make your 

bottoms fit perfect. The anticipated weight loss does not need to 
be an exact number, a rough estimate will be fine.  

 
6. If I know my stage measurements do you want those? 
We only ask for your current measurements and anticipated 

weight loss. If you know what your stage measurement will be, 
put those measurements instead with anticipated weight loss of 

zero. 
 



7. What is your return policy? 
We start from scratch on every suit and make your suit based on 
your measurements. They are very custom fit to your body and 

your measurement therefore, we have a very strict no return 
policy. We guarantee that every suit we sell is brand new and do 
not accept returns. If you are not satisfied with your suit or if it 

does not fit you how you want please email info@acbikinis.com. 
 
 

8. What if my suit doesn't fit me? 
When you first receive your suit it should be too small unless 

you are at your stage weight. The bottoms should be pretty snug 
depending on where you hold most of your weight. As you get 

closer to your show it should start fitting better and fit perfect on 
your show day. If needed, there are alteration tabs in the back of 
the bottoms for a super easy fix by anyone who has any sewing 
experience.  If you read the FAQs and measure correctly your 
suit will fit. If you are unsure if your suit is fitting correctly 
please take a front and back shot of you wearing the suit and 

send it to us at info@acbikinis.com We guarantee your suit to fit 
perfect and will remake it if it isn't perfect. However, it is your 
responsibility to order the correct back cut so please make sure 

you are ordering the correct one for your league.  
 
 



 9. Can I customize the bottom front cut of my bikini? 
Yes, our suits are made to order, which means you can 

customize any part of them. Our typical front rise is 6.75 inches 
from the crotch on average. If you would like a higher more 

conservative cut for whatever reasons (c-section scars, stretch 
marks, etc.) we recommend our high rise from cut which has a 

7.5 inches front rise.  
 

 10. How can I contact you?  
If your answer is not answered here please e-mail 

info@acbikinis.com and we will get back to you in 2 business 
days or less.  

  
 

11. Do you ship internationally? 
Yes. If you are buying from anywhere besides the US we 

recommend ordering 12 weeks from when you need the suit. 
After we ship your suit and it leaves the US we have no control 
over it. Sometimes mail gets held in customs for weeks. Angel 

Competition Bikinis is not responsible for a delay in 
international orders due to customs.  

 
 
 



 12. I ordered my suit and decided not to compete, can I 
cancel my order? 

No. Your suit is completely custom made to you. Please make 
sure you double check everything with your coach, and be 

confident with your fabric, connectors, and cut before you place 
your order. 

 
 13. I ordered my suit and decided I want to change the color, 

connectors, or cut, what are my options? 
We do not allow any changes to be made to the original order. 
We strive to maintain the fastest turnaround time possible to 

ensure you get your suit as soon as possible. Please make sure 
you are confident with your color, cut, and connectors before 

you submit your order.  
 

 14. Can I order just bottoms or just a top? 
Yes, please add the bikini you would like to your cart and in the 

notes section write exactly what you are wanting (ex. only 
bottoms) After you reach, checkout use the code SINGLEPIECE 

and it will discount it 50%.  
 

 
 



If you still have questions, please do not hesitate to ask. Email 
info@acbikinis.com. Remember: the most important thing is to get 
the suit that YOU want to get. It’s your day, you should pick a suit 
that will make you feel confident and one that you absolutely love. 
Consult the color and cut with your coach, but the final decision 

should be made by you! You are the one that is going to rock your 
suit! Click here to start designing now! 

 
 

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/collections/custom


 

 

 

 



 

Reviews 
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